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Dear Friends, 

Hope you all are safe.

During the lockdown period, QCFI Nagpur chapter organized the virtual literature writing gathering 

on quality concepts and received the big response and as promise all excellent work are included in 

this issue of  of e-newsletter SANLAKP.

Nagpur Chapter of QCFI is planned to conduct chapter convention CCQC 2020.This year the entire 

program of the function is being UNIQUE and designed suitable to the convenience of participating 

Industries and participating circle members under prevailing National conditions.

We are introducing changes in CCQC-2020, suitable to present local and National conditions. 

Challenges alone prove the competency. Let us prove the upcoming CCQC-2020 a memorable 

convention with so many tough Challenges.

My Best Wishes

Dear Friends,

It gives me a great pleasure to published e~newsletter “Sankalp” for the quarter April-May-June 

2020.

From last three month we are facing the COVID19 pandemic and lockdown and because of this we are 

working from home and recently there is some relaxation in some part of Bharat. 

We are bless that technology has given us the access to everything what we want, through use of 

internet from our home. Looking towards this lockdown, QCFI Nagpur chapter appeal the entire 

Quality aspirant from industries and various organization for sending their latest work, articles, essay, 

poem and slogan.

We are thankful to the entire Quality aspirant from industries and various organization for their 

wholeheartedly participation.

In this issue of e~newsletter “Sankalp” we are including received excellent creations, articles, 

essay, poem and slogan.

Also, we appeal to all the quality aspirant, quality circle , industries and organization to be ready for 

CCQC-2020 in a new format. 

I would like to thanks our authors for their support and phenomenal work in penning down the 

engrossing article you are about to read.

My best wishes to all the members of QCFI and “Be Safe “.

Dear Friends,

It is with great pleasure to put forward another e-newsletter SANLAKP. 

During current pandemic and lockdown QCFI Nagpur chapter could not get opportunity to organized 

training programme with physical presence of quality aspirant, but to keep the continue flow of 

knowledge in various sector particularly in quality QCFI arrange the virtual training programmes 

successfully.

We got very good response on our appeal for articles on the quality concepts and these articles are 

published in this issue of e-newsletter SANLAKP.

Now, in current situation, QCFI Nagpur chapter organizing the CCQC-2020 virtually to keep the 

involvement, motivation and inspiration of each and every QC team at highest level.

Looking for your accelerative participation in CCQC-2020 

My Best wishes

VICECHAIRMAN  TALK



DiGiTAL CHAPTER CONVENTION 

ON QUALITY CONCEPTS

31st Di-CCQC-2020

Organised by 
QUALITY CIRCLE FORUM OF INDIA

Nagpur Chapter 

In association with,

          Shri Ramdeobaba College of Engineering and Management, Nagpur

st
31
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31

THEME: Developing “SELF RELIANT BHARAT” 

through Quality Concepts.

20th September, 2020
Convention is being organized digitally 

th thFrom 16  Aug 2020 to 31  Aug 2020

TìmÄðç EÄ‡ çºmçEçõ Nzÿ ª ç†®ª Ìz <<Eçnª uŒ§ |º § çºo>> Nÿç uÄNÿçÌ NÿºŒç

Coming

      Soon . . .

Coming

      Soon . . .



ASHOK S.GADGE 

Vice chairman, QCFI Nagpur Chapter

         I placed this copy of write-up for you. You being the vital source of appropriate direction to Industrial 

world  History says that such calamity like Corona occurs once in one or two centuries.  The fight is always in 

two segments i.e. during its' ferocious existence and the other is post calamity, after its absolute eradication. 

All out efforts and precautions have to be taken, keeping no stone unturned during our fight. The most specific 

aspect of both these segments is that we cannot ignore second during fight of first segment and similarly we 

should not ignore this Corona even after it's' eradication from our land.

      The Nation is now rigorously fighting in the first segment. Simultaneously we must now, think little of 

second segment about the future and future about our activity further leading to our National Economical 

standings. The effects of both the segments are directly on the life of every citizen.

      During the Lockdown period, activities, other than essential services, are on much lower profile. Work places are locked. People have 

to be at home and thus can spare some time for planning of second segment i.e. after eradication of Corona. It can be broadly in two 

perspectives.

1)   Improvement in Work area

2)   Improvement in Working class

        Collective thinking is most effective for improvement in any field / faculty. The best possible facilities are available now days for 

almost all ranks of officers and employees for work from Home. So, small groups of 3 or 4 employees of the industries / any organisation, 

necessarily have to take up this mission of improvement during period of Lockdown and plan the second phase.

Improvement in WORK AREA : It is a triangular function. Concentrate mainly on three point's i.e.

A.   The material, its' availability as of better Quality raw material and disposal of Finished goods/ product of better /improved Quality than 

earlier, Watch the market and its' economical standings.

B.   Availability of machinery /equipment, for higher productivity for feeding the reflections of competitive market at that time.

C.  Entire process of operation has to be, for reconsidering of further improvements. Try to find out remedial measures in this free time in 
st1  phase, so that implementations can be achieved immediately on resuming the operations after Lockdown period.

1)   Improvement in WORKING CLASS: This is more important / essential aspect, than anything that could be taken up in last 

century. We have to develop the morel of every one and all with the specific perception that, this is almost like a world war without enemy 

and without weapons. Every Nation wants to come up and list out them, possibly above the others. India being fast growing country, the 

development rate also has to go high, which totally depends on vision of ever working Indian.

Everybody has to be a working person in ones' own position, either, as owners, directors, executives, middle management staff, workers, 

ladies, students, agriculturists, or in any service place. The Planned motivational programs have to be arranged at working places 

immediately after lockdown.  This is an opportunity for every one of us to gear up at much higher speed.

A.   Follow 16 P formula for all above

I) identify the (1P) problems to be cleared from our work area.

J) Develop the (2P) perception of specially formed a group of 3to 4 (3P) persons,

K) Decide the (4P) proprietaries of your work areas as per existing challenges,                                                 

L) Refer others, if you have missed any (5P) probabilities,

M) Have the brain storming to conclude the (6P) priorities,

N) (7P) Predict the scenario likely to be after lockdown on all levels,

O) List out all (8P) possibilities

P) Arrange the immediate necessary (9P) provisions.

Q) Systematic (10P) planning feasible for execution,

R) Area wise distribution of the (11P) projects among responsible   (12P) Persons,
   S)  The entire (13P) process has to be time bound in two (14P) phases i.e. 1st phase during lockdown from home and 2nd phase, 

mostly (15P) practicing after lockdown (16P) period at respective work areas. 

B.   We must forget all unwanted / undesirable things, and be motivated, be collectively dedicated and perfect at every work area, 

Industry, any organisation, including home education or agriculture, and then our organisations /industries etc. will grow better than 

today. This is the only and only way, to take the nation at the pick and also make our family happy. India can then help others also. The 

world today has hopes from INDIA.

Be motivated and motivate every one.

“16 P” formulas for improvement, a fight against COVID19



SCOPE OF QUALITY CIRCLE IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF INDIAN INDUSTRIES

There is a famous line which clearly replicates the way of leading the human life - 

¤ç‡ çLå Eçoy Ò{ Eç®z uVº ŸÁç® Nÿy Vçzº Vbç,
EçT \ÁççNÿº YÁçŒ ç ÒçzTç Nÿtª  Ìz Nÿtª  uª ÁççNÿº YÁçŒ ç ÒçzTç

It is law of universe that “PROBLEMS” are the inseparable part of human life. Challenges come to the human to make them 

better and stronger. But some fall prey to that problems by surrendering themselves before it and some take it as an opportunity to 

become better, develop stronger and flourish longer. The most important tool in the human to stand up against any crunch situation is 

the confidence and positive attitude and to develop these tools there is an instrument called “QUALITY CIRCLE”.

In this crunch time when the entire world is struggling from Covid 19 pandemic, India along with many other nations in the 

world is standing firm in countering this pandemic. And in the battle to fight against such pandemics nation's resources plays the crucial 

role. Right from daily production of around 3000 PPE's in March 2020, we are very much close to manufacture around 2 lakh PPE's by May 

2020. Many firms are indulging in different aspects with their resources innovatively to counter this pandemic such as research being 

carried out by Mahindra and Mahindra to develop low cost ventilators, Indian railways converted more than 5000 rail coaches into 

isolation wards with complete medical facilities in it. In no time special covid care hospitals has been setup consisting of thousands of 

beds. Many of the pharmaceutical industries are heading positively towards development of vaccines and antidotes. All this activities 

require dedication, high moral of human asset in organization, motivation, teamwork, analytical skills which are the basic constituents of 

quality circle.

Now the challenge stands challenge which confronts us is to recover from the economic losses which we incurred by locking 

down almost all economic activities, shutting industries, businesses, markets and so on. The immediate focus of all the industries after 

this lockdown will be to resume their operations, reduce their operation expenses, to bring their product and services at most 

competitive prices to their end users such that most of them can afford it, thus maintain some liquidity in the economy and also increase 

the country's purchasing manager index (PMI). In order to achieve the above objective the role of quality circle groups within an 

organization becomes very important as they can contribute to their organization to a great extent by application of quality circle 

philosophy and tools in their workplaces, developing some innovative approaches, ways to make products and services with minimum 

possible resources. India is witnessing a huge increase in the number of startups, micro small and medium enterprises (MSMEs).Most of 

these startups are debt burden or have very small working capital to get on with their day to day operations. These are one of the worst 

hit segments in this lockdown as their businesses totally came to standstill. The government is playing its role by announcing various 

packages. But this only will not do. Some extraordinary efforts, out of box thinking are the need of an hour by the ambitious human 

assets from this startups and MSMEs. Quality circle groups can be boon to these firms by their problem solving skills, continuous 

improvement approach and so on. 

Indian Government has set up the vision of making India the 5 trillion dollar economy by 2024.  For achieving this goal Make 

in India initiative is being worked upon. Various old labor laws are being diluted, lands for setting up of industries are being developed, 

ease of doing business is being worked upon, skill India mission has been started, logistics area is being focused upon etc. Various 

infrastructure projects like highways construction, Sagarmala, freight Corridors, development of SEZ's, are being worked with rapid pace 

and to it additional 100 billion dollar investment in infrastructure projects has been targeted in next 5 years. Couple with all the above 

work India has a huge demographic advantage in the form that its maximum population is of working age and are available at cheap rate. 

All this factors are attracting MNC's worldwide to come and set up their manufacturing units in India. For any organization to flourish the 

backbone behind it is its human asset. The willingness of employee to work for the betterment of organization is the effect of motivation, 

appreciation which they receive for their contribution towards their organizations. The basic function of quality circle movement is to 

increase the motivation of employees, increase their self-confidence, and inculcate in them the feeling of ownership and loyalty towards 

their organization. All these qualities create a positive and encouraging work environment in the workplace, thus increasing its 

productivity and creating better employer employee relationship. 

Thus it can be concluded that active involvement Quality circle movements in Indian Industries and MSME's will be very helpful 

for their prosperous journey and development of Indian population as an asset for their country as well as in their professional and 
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M®îÌy ËÁççzTŒ

utœNÿ ¤çTìÁç,

Ÿ Òª EœŒ z Vºçõÿ ª õ 5  Nÿç Gœ®çzT Áçç®z.

Ÿ NÿçzºçzŒ ç Ìz ¤YŒ z Nÿy Ëbzœ ¢ÿç}Áççz Nÿºz Eç{º NÿçzºçzŒ ç Nÿçz §Tç®z Eç{º Qìt Nÿçz œuºÄçº Nÿçz ¤Yç®z.

Ÿ �ÿçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Ò{ \Òçå NÿçzºçzŒ ç Ìz Ò{ ª ìuOÿ Ò{ ÄÒçå

 

¤y.by.œy.LÌ. M®îÌy uÁçgº - NæÿœŒ byª

S

�ÿçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç

�ÿçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç ª õÿ Ò{ Ëbz›Ì Ìçºç

FÌÌz EçÌçŒ ¤Œ zTç Nÿçª  Ìçºç

§ çºo ª õ ÁçTzTç LNÿ ®Òë Œ çºç @@1@@
Òª  YÁçz Ì¤ LNÿ Ìçs, �ÿçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Nÿç œNÿgNzÿ Òçs @@‡ w.@@

EçœŒ z EæouºNÿ uÄYçºçõ Ìz EŒ\çŒ
�ÿçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Ìz ¤ äjç EçnªÌ‹ª çŒ
Ìçs ¤{ez Nÿº ºÒõ uÄYçºçõ Nÿç EçtçŒ -ŸtçŒ @@2@@
Òª  YÁçz Ì¤ LNÿ Ìçs �ÿçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Nÿç œNÿgNzÿ Òçs @@‡ w.@@

Nÿçª  uNÿ \TÒ ÌªË®çEçõ Nÿy œÒYçŒ

uª bëT ª õ GÌNÿç NÿºõTz E†®®Œ

GÌª õ NÿºõTz uª ÁççNÿº uÄš zÊm @@3@@
Òª  YÁçz Ì¤ LNÿ Ìçs �ÿçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Nÿç œNÿgNzÿ Òçs @@‡ w.@@

ÌªË®ç Nÿy Nÿçºmçõ Nÿy œÒYçŒ

ª îÁç Nÿçºmçõ Nÿç ºQõTz †®çŒ

gzbç Nÿçª  Nÿº tzTç EçÌçŒ @@ 4@@
Òª  YÁçz Ì¤ LNÿ Ìçs �ÿçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Nÿç œNÿgNzÿ Òçs @@‡ w.@@

ÌªË®ç ÌìÁç^Nzÿ Nÿç®ç|‹Ä® Nÿy®ç

EŒ ìÌºm Nzÿ Gœº †®çŒ ut®ç

EçQyº ª õÿ uº\Áb Eç®ç M®çõÿuNÿ

Òª  YÁçz Ì¤ LNÿ Ìçs, �ÿçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Nÿç œNÿgNzÿ Òçs @@‡ w.@@

- uÄÄzNÿ F|. ÒÌz, 

LÌLœy Œ æ. 100004448 uÌLb bç}®º, Œ çuÆNÿ
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ËÁççzTŒ -1

ËÁççzTŒ -2

ËÁççzTŒ -3

- Èy LÌ. \y. Áççg

TìmÄðç ª ægpçX®ç ûçºz Tçeç®Yz EÌzÁç oìª Yz †®z®,

oº n®çÌçey LNÿÞ uªpìŒ NÿºçÄz ÁççTzÁç oì©ÒçÁçç u\ñyŒ z Nÿç®|.

EÌzÁç oìª X®ç ª †®z †®z Ìç†® Nÿºl®çYy opªp,

oº EçÒz n®çÌçeyY TìmÄðç ª ægp...

EçœNzÿ Qìt Nÿç Eç{º NæÿœŒ y Nÿç \¤ Òy ÒçzTç ª æTÁç, 

\¤ ÌªË®ç ÌìÁç^çŒ z Nzÿ uÁçL EœŒ çLõTz Eçœ TìmÄðç ª ægÁç

, 

bzNÿ-3 TmzÆ byª  , ¤ybyœyLÌ

***

1) TìmÄðçYNÀÿ Nÿy œÒYçŒ !

   NÿeyŒ ÌªËY®ç ÒÁç EçÌçŒ !!

2)ÆæNÿç Ìçºy uª b T®y tìº ÒíEç Eu§ ª çŒ !

MÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç ª z uª Áçç FoŒ ç Gðª rçŒ !!

3)ºçÉb~ GùçzT Eç{º ËÄuÒo ª õÿ, 

TìmÄðç YNÀÿ EœŒ ç®õTz !

Zçzby ¤gy ÌªË®çEçõNÿçz, 

uª ÁçNÿº Òª  ÌìÁç^ç®õTz !! 

- ®ìÄºç\ ÄçÌçgz, 

GnÌçÒ TìmÄðç YNÀÿ, ÿºzª lg,uZ‹tÄçgç. 

ËÁççzTŒ
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 Œ çª - Ììºz‹ü ª çÁçÄy, Gª æT MÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç, ºzª lg uZætÄçgç.

®ìÄºç\ ÄçÌçgz, 

GnÌçÒ TìmÄðç YNÀÿ, ºzª lg uÁç.uZætÄçgç. 

NÿuÄoç

Gðª TìmÄðç YNÀÿ Nÿç EËÞ, 

u\o Òª z utÁççLTç !

EXZç Ììætº ubNÿçH Gnœçt, 

TÀçÒNÿ Nzÿ ª Œ § ç®zTç !!1!!

ÁççTo ª õÿ Áçç®õTz Nÿª y,

Áçç§  ËÄ®æ ¤ äj \ç®zTç !

G€ç oNÿŒ yNÿ EœŒ çNÿº, 

EçTz Òª õ ¤jç®zTç !!2!!

YìŒ ç{uo®çz Nÿçz œçº Nÿº, 

LNÿ Œ®ç Áçq œç®õTz !

ÌæVbŒ Nÿçz uÄ¾ç ª õ,

Œ®y œÒYçŒ utÁçç®õTz !!3!! 

NÿuÄoç
Eç\ NÿÁç ÌæËsçŒ çz ª õÿ Òçz ºÒy ŒF| ŒF| ÒÁçYÁç @

œÒåìY ºÒz Ò{ G€ç uÆQº œº EœŒ çLz \çz MÄçuÁçby ÌuN|ÿÁç @@

ÁççTo Nÿª  GnœçtŒ [®çtç ®Òy Áçß® Òª çºç Ò{@

Gðª TìmÄðç Ìt{Ä Òª çºy ®Òy Òª çºç Œ çºç Ò{ @@

ÌªË®çEçõNÿç Ìª ç‡ çŒ Nÿºoy MÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç LNÿ bîÁÌ @

ÌªË®çLz uNÿoŒ y § y Òçz \ubÁç Nÿº tzoy Ì¤Nÿçz NîÿÁç NîÿÁç @@

œuº®çz\Œ ç Nÿy ŸËoìo NÿºŒ z ª z ÌtË® ÁçTç tzoz Ò{ EŒ ì§ Ä Eç{º rçŒ

ÌæËsç Nzÿ G[[ÄÁç § uÄÉ® ª õÿ Zìœç Ò{ MÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Nÿç ®çzTtçŒ @@

ÆæNÿç Ìçºy uª b \çoy Ò{ YÁçoç \¤ MÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Eu§®çŒ @

G‘ço Òçzoç GùçzT Òª çºç Eç{º Òçzoç Ì¤Nÿç GnsçŒ @@

TìmÄðç ª õÿ Nÿª y Œ EçLz ¤ç‡ çLz Ìçºy tîº Òçz \çL @

GnœçtNÿoç GnNwÿÉb Òçz \çLz Eç{º MÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Nÿy Ì¤ ª uÒª ç TçLz @
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<Òçz uÄNÿuÌo ÌæËsç Eç{º ÌªË®ç Nÿç œîm| uŒ tçŒ >

- Èy ªÒzÆ ®zÁçNÿº, 

TìmÄðç YNÀÿ Nÿy ÿª Òðç Nÿçz, 
E¤ Òª Ì¤Œ z \çŒ ç Ò{ @

ÌªË®ç YçÒz \çz § y Òçz,
ŒÒy Òª õ E¤ V¤ºçŒ ç Ò{ @

TìmÄðç Nÿy FÌ ŒF| uNÿºm Ìz,
NìÿZ ÿŒ®ç Nÿº utQÁççŒ ç Ò{@

ŸuoËœ‡ ç| Nzÿ FÌ ®ìT ª õÿ,
Òª õ Œ œyZz ºÒ \çŒ ç Ò{@

uÄYçº ª æsŒ Nÿº EçœÌ ª õ,
Òª õ ÌªË®çEçõ Nÿçz ÌìÁç^çŒ ç Ò{@

Ìª ìÒ (byª ) § çÄŒ ç Ìz ÒªNÿçz,
Òº ª ìuÅNÿÁç EçÌçŒ ¤Œ çŒ ç Ò{@

Nÿª  QY| ª õ TìmÄðç ÁççNÿº,
Òª õ GnœçtŒ Qì¤ ¤jçŒ ç Òø @

TìmÄðç YNÀÿ Nÿçzÿ u\ÌŒ z, 
\‹ª ut®ç G‹Òz ÆyÆ ̂ ìNÿçŒ ç Ò{@

ŸuoÉeçŒ Nÿçz EœŒ z
G‘çuo Nzÿ œs œº œÒåîYçŒ ç Ò{@

ºzª æg ÄËÞ Ÿ§ çT, uZætÄçgç, ª .Ÿ. 

tìuŒ®ç Nzÿ GùçzT qzÞ ª õÿ ºçz\ Òçz ºÒy Œ®y ÒÁçYÁç @

œÒåìY ºÒz Òz G€ç uÆQº œº \çz EœŒ ç ºÒz Ò{ MÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç @@

YªNÿ ºÒç uÄ¾ç ª õ GÌ tzÆ Nÿç uÌoçºç @

Nÿçª  uNÿ®ç u\ÌŒ z ÁçzNÿº MÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Nÿç ÌÒçºç @@

Äo|ª çŒ Nÿçz § uÄÉ® œº Œ ç Zçzägçz @

MÄçuÁçby ÌuN|ÿÁç Ìz Œ çoç \çzgçz @@

 E\® MÄçuÁçby ÌuN|ÿÁç, ºzª lg uÁçuª bzg, ¤çzºTçæÄ, - ºç\zÆ œeçgz,

EçEçz Òª  Ì¤ uª ÁçNÿº M®ìÌy, M®ìÌy QzÁçzTõÿ @

M®çz-M®çz NÿºNzÿ Nÿçºm Nzÿ Nÿçºm oNÿ Òª  œçzÒYõÿTz @@

¤ç‡ çEçõ ª õ Òª  Ìçs ¤{eNÿº Nÿçºm Nÿç œoç ÁçTç®õTz @

\ìTçgì Œ yoy Ò{ ŒÒy EœŒ çŒ y, Ësç®y Ìª ç‡ çŒ jîgõTz @@

Œ çª  Œ \çŒ z NÿçzF| Òª çºç, Òª  TìmÄðç Nzÿ ŸÒºy Ò{ @

ÌæËsçŒ Nÿçz EœŒ z Òª  uÄ¾ç œbÁç œº Òª Ì¤ YªNÿç®õTz @@

NÿuÄoç : 

NÿuÄoç :

 uª Áçz ÌªË®çEçõÿ Nÿç Ìª ç‡ çŒ

Èy ªÒzÆ ®zÁçNÿº, ºzª æg ÄËÞ Ÿ§ çT, uZætÄçgç ª .Ÿ. 

ËÁççzTŒ
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 MÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç Ìz \yoõTz NÿçzºçzŒ ç Nÿy \æT.

Ììºz‹ü ª çÁçÄy, 

Gª æT ÿMÄçuÁçby ÌN|ÿÁç, ºzª lg uÁçuª bzg, uZætÄçgç.    

 

Eç\ Òª 21Äy Ìty ª õ \y ºÒz Ò{ Eç{º Yçºçõ Eç{º Òª õ Òº tzÆ EœŒ y G‘çoy Nzÿ uÁçL NìÿZ Œ NìÿZ Nÿº ºÒz Ò{@ 

ÁçzuNÿŒ LNÿ tzÆ LzÌç Òøÿ u\ÌŒ z EœŒ y G‘çoy FoŒ y \Áty Nÿº uÁç®ç Ò{ uNÿ Òª  ÌçzY § y ŒÒy ÌNÿoz ÄÒ tzQÆ Ò{ \çœçŒ 

M®çõÿuNÿ \¤ uûoy® uÄ¾ç ®ìò ÒíEç sç o¤ \çœçŒ ª õ Eª zuºNÿç ûçºç 6  ETËo 1945 ª õ uÒºçzuÆª ç œº œºª çmì ¤ª  Ìz 

ÒªÁçç uNÿ®ç T®ç sç u\ÌÌz \çœçŒ œîºy oºÒ Ìz Œ Éb Òçz T®ç sç Eç{º ÄÒç Nÿy Eçus|Nÿ Es|Ã®ÄËsç œîºy oºÒ Ìz Œ Éb Òçz 
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ABSTRACT:

thIn early response to COVID-19, nationwide lockdown was ordered with effect from 25  March 2020.As the lockdown is being gradually 
released in some zones, certain economic activities are being permitted as per National Disaster Management (NDMA) order No1-

st st29/2020-PP dated 1  May 2020 and Union Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA) order No 40-3/2020-DM-(A) dated 1  May 2020.

Due to several weeks of lockdown and the closer of Industrial units during the lockdown period, it is possible that some of the 
operators might not have followed the established SOP. As a result, some of the manufacturing facilities, pipelines, valves etc may have 
residual chemicals, which may pose risk. The same is true for storage facilities with hazardous chemicals and flammable materials.

When Lockout/Tag out procedures is not in place, many energy sources can prove to be hazardous to operators / supervisors who are 
maintaining or servicing electrical, mechanical or chemical equipment. When heavy machinery and equipment are not maintained 
periodically, they can become dangerous for the operators / engineers.

Combustible liquids, contained gaseous substances, open wires, conveyor belts and automated vehicles make manufacturing facilities 
a high risk environment. Improper enforcement of safety codes and improperly labeled chemicals can further pose serious health 
hazards.

When an unexpected event occurs, managing rapid response becomes challenging in order to minimize the risk and to encourage a 
successful restart of the industrial units, the following guidelines can be issued.

GENERIC GUIDELINES:

1. While restarting the unit, consider the first week as the trial or test run period; ensure all safety protocols and not try to achieve 
high production targets.

2. To minimize the risk, it is important that employees who work on specific equipment are sensitized and aware of the need to 
identify abnormalities like strange sounds or smell, exposed wires, vibrations, leaks, smoke , abnormal wobbling, irregular grinding 
or other potentially hazardous sign which indicate the need for an immediate maintenance or if required shutdown.

3. Especially during the Covid-19 times, ensure all lock out and tag out procedures are in place on a daily basis ( not applicable for 
units running for 24 hrs).

4. Inspection of all equipment's as per the safety protocols during the restart phase.

5. In case the industry has any difficulty in managing crucial backward linkage that may be critical for their safe function, they should 
approach the local district administration for specific assistance. District Magistrates may be instructed to ensure that in such 
instances, the industrial unit may be facilitated to run their end to end operations, in the overall interest of industrial security.

FOR SPECIFIC INDUSTRIAL PROCESS:

1. STORAGE OF RAW MATERIALS:

a. Inspect the storage facilities for any sign of spills, water and tear during the lockdown

b. Check for already opened storage vessels/containers/bags/silos for possible oxidation/chemical reaction/rusting/rotting etc,

c. HAZMAT chemicals in the storage need to be checked for chemical stability before using for any processes.

d. Ensure ventilation and proper lighting before entering the storage area.

e. Sense for abnormalities like strange sounds or smell, exposed wires, leaks and smoke.

f. Check supply of pipe lines/valves/conveyor belts for any sign of damage/wear & tear.

g. Check the storage building for any signs of distress and damage to the roof.

2. MANUFACTURING PROCESS:

a. Carry out complete Safety Audit of the entire unit before taking up starting activities

b. Cleaning of pipe lines, equipment and discharge lines; Mechanical cleaning followed by air/ water flushing and chemical cleaning 
based on the type of the process equipment.

c. Run-in of rotary equipment under supervision.

d. Boilers/ furnace / heat exchangers to be checked for lining and signs of wear and tear.

e. Check supply pipe lines/ valves/ conveyor belts for any residual material and wear and tear. Also check all the pipe lines/ valve for 
obstructions/ pressure levels.

f. Ensure all pressures, temperature gauges are functional.

COVID-19 EFFECT : RESTARTING OF MANUFACTURING UNITS 
AFTER LOCKDOWN 

Manohar P Hedaoo
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g. Tightness Test: many process units handle combustibles or toxic substances (or both), the leakage of which could result of disaster, 
damage or economic loss. To prevent the occurrence of such incidents, it is necessary to confirm that the plant complies with the 
required tightness before start-up.

h. Service test: need to be performed for all water, compressed air and steam piping and equipment with normal operating fluids. The 
system is first pressurized with operating fluids and then checked for leakage. For air lines, leaks can be found using soap solution. 
For water and condensate lines, leakage can be observed visually. Leakage points found during the test retightened. The test is 
deemed successful if no foam is observed from soap solution, or if no water or condensate is observed visually.

i. Vacuum hold test: All vacuum systems must be leak tested. Air inside the system is first evacuated to attain the require vacuum. The 
best way is to start at one end of the section and work through to the other end, checking flanges, valves, fittings, instruments and 
other equipment. Each leak is tagged, making it easy for the maintenance team and personnel of the next shift to continue with the 
work.

j. Trial testing be carried out before the full-fledged production is initiated with full human resources.

k. Ensure the arrangement for round the clock emergency crews/ professional teams provided with MAH and cluster of MAH should 
have an extended coverage of 200 Km to reach transport accident spots for help.

3. Storage of products:

a. Check the storage facilities/ silos for any damage or wear and tear.

4. Guide lines for the workers:

1. Ensure 24 hours sanitization of the factory premises.

a. Factories need to maintain a sanitization routine every two-three hours especially in the common areas that include lunch 
rooms and common tables which will have to be wiped clean wit disinfectants after every single use.

b. For accommodation, sanitization needs to be performed regularly to ensure worker safety and reduce spread of 
contamination.

2. Entrance health checks:

a. Temperature checks of all employees to be done twice a day.

b. Workers showing symptoms should not report to work.

3. Provision of hand sanitizers and mask to all employers.

a. Providing gloves, masks and hand sanitizers to be done at all factories and manufacturing units.

4. COVID 19 health and prevention staff education

a. Education on safety steps to take from entry to exit in the factory.

b. Measures to take precautions at personal level.

5. Quarantine measures for supply and storage of goods

a. Sterilize boxes and wrapping brought in to factory premises.

b. Isolate and sanitize finished goods as appropriate

c. Delivery of goods in shifts

6. Physical distancing measures

a. Create physical barriers to ensure the physical distance within the work floor and dining facilities.

b. Provide face protection shields along with mask and PPEs.

7. Working in shifts:

a. Factories that work 24 hours at full production capacity should consider one hour gap between shifts, except factories/ plants 
requiring continues operations.

b. Managerial and administrative staff should work one shift at 33 per cent capacity as per MHA guidelines; but while deciding 
which particular person to be included in 33 % at any given of time, overriding priority should be given to personnel dealing 
with safety.

c. Ensure no sharing of tools or workstations to the extent possible. Provide additional sets of tools if needed.

8. Scenario plan on discovering positive case

a. Factories have to prepare accommodation to isolate workers, if needed.

b. HR has to help manage the whole process for individual, all travelling employees also to undergo a mandatory for 14 day 
quarantine.

9. Presence of skilled workers:

a. Workers involved in dealing with hazardous material must be skilled and experienced in the field. No compromise on 
deployment of such workers should be permitted when an industrial unit is opened up. 
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